The Friends of the Library are again accepting donations for their Book Sales

Yes, the Friends will accept

- Adult fiction and nonfiction—2015 and newer
- Art books—all dates
- Coffee table books—all dates
- Cookbooks—all dates
- Paperbacks—all dates
- Vintage—up to 1950
- Children’s & teen—all dates
- Teen books—all dates
- Local history—all dates
- DVDs & music CDs

No

- Adult fiction and nonfiction—before 2015
- Encyclopedias
- Reader’s Digest Condensed books
- Magazines
- VHS tapes
- Vinyl records & cassette tapes
- These items do NOT sell in our book sales.

Any items that can not be used by the Library or the Friends will be disposed of by the Library.

A receipt for the quantity of books donated maybe obtained if the books are donated in person. See a library staff member. The Library does not, however, place a value on the donation.

Note: No date has been set for a 2019 booksale.